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I. Selecting the “Right” Case  
We tend to waste much time reviewing and talking with people about potential cases we don’t 
ultimately accept. One of the reasons is that we want to help folks and it is hard to accept the 
reality that we cannot fix every person’s problems. Because we can never make up those 
precious moments, how do we avoid losing precious minutes, hours, days and years 
interviewing, screening or working on cases?  Here are a few best practice ideas to consider:  

A. When you meet the possible client, always write down your immediate impressions. 
Remember, it is more likely than not what a jury or judge will think when they are 
introduced to your client. Over time and after getting to know your client better- assuming 
you take the case- you often forget what you first thought about our client, and their style 
and their idiosyncrasies.  

B. Use focus groups to determine if you should even take certain cases. Usually, these 
claims would involve complex or unusual scenarios of facts or law and it is difficult to easily 
synthesize or understand the claim.  

C. We should always analyze three ingredients when reviewing a potential claim: liability, 
collectability, and damages.  

D. How likeable and/or believable is the client? This is a pre-eminent consideration.  

E. When screening, as a rule and to be efficient we should limit initial talks with possible 
clients to five minutes. How can we do so? Ask the person to tell you in two minutes what 
he would relay to a jury. This usually allows you fast to learn the root, the core of the 
problem. At the same time be careful not to be too quick to judge.  

F. Be aware of the Concord Fallacy and remaining on a case too long and after investing 
major money and time and then realizing you probably should have dropped it months or 
years ago.  

G. Ask your client what he is worried about on his case – make him tell you three bad 
points. You may be surprised what you learn. 

H. If the client has many unrelated life issues, then it is highly likely that the client’s case will 
be permeated with issues too.  
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I. If you discover that your client has not told you the truth on important points or forgets to 
do so on more than one occasion, you have a major problem.  
J. If you learn that the client has minimal to no support from family and friends or doctors 
and experts, that is a bad sign.  
K. Heed other red flags/warnings. Here are some that come to mind:  
− I am not in this for the money.  
− I want the defendant to go to jail. 
− No amount of money will make me happy.  
− I do not care what you say, I want my day in court. 
− I do not care what the verdicts are, my case is different.  
− I have had several other attorneys. 
− I know it is late and the statute is tomorrow. 
− I am desperate and spoken to at least 4 other attorneys but I know I have a good case 

and you are the one for me.  
L. Cross examine and be honest with yourself as to whether you have the expertise and 
wisdom to prosecute or defend the claim. The wise person knows sooner than later when 
or whether they are getting in over their legal head. If that is a reality, don’t hesitate to 
bring in a more experienced co-counsel so that the client receives the best representation 
possible. The client will appreciate that you care and whenever the client’s interest are 
primary, you cannot go wrong. Remember:  
“A person does not care about how much you know until they know how much you care.”  

II. Case Themes – Framing – Rules of the Road 
If you are going to litigate a claim, you must select a THEME. The theme is an overriding 
principle that focuses on the defendant’s conduct and what was wrong and what it should have 
been. Those who hear it, that being the defense, the jury and the judge, should immediately 
understand its importance, and it must resonate with the decision-makers and have societal 
implications. In other words, a case theme is one that our community members not only 
understand but believe to be true and had the theme been followed, the harm or injustice to 
your client would not have occurred. Moreover, had the theme violations been adhered to, 
society at large, including your jury, would be safer and better protected-a wrong would be 
righted. Said yet another way, it should reflect a social standard. Let us take, for instance:   

“A Stitch in Time” 
This phrase has immediate meaning when stated. It could be an excellent theme for a medical 
malpractice case: had the defendant doctor simply done one more act, or ordered one more 
test, or . . . , the unraveling of the plaintiff’s health would never have happened. And this action 
or failure is bad for the community.  
The jury must realize that its verdict has direct implications for them, their family and friends. 
To create this connection between what you want a jury to conclude and a decision rendered 
for your client, you must convince the jury, using the theme throughout the discovery and trial, 
that what they do protects and thus positively effects all of them. Said differently, their verdict 
has implications far greater and broader than just for your client.  
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It is not always easy to think of an applicable theme. It takes serious cogitation and study. It 
must be simple and powerful. It must encapsulate the law and damages of your case. Here are 
a few methods to arrive at the appropriate theme:  

− Analyze ancient morality plays or stories from the Bible or  any other well-known books 
that contain belief systems; 

− Review well known children’s stories; 

− Run the facts by non-lawyers  and see how the case impacts them. 

Remember, if the litigation is only about your client, it is far more difficult to win. Because self-
interest and survival drive and motivate all of us to some degree, we must consider the 
interests of the jury or judge. The end result must be one that the judge or jury believes is just. 
Everyone needs to go home at night and know and feel they did the right thing, that their 
verdict has meaning for the client and for the community.  

You should select the theme at the case’s beginning, well before conducting discovery. It 
should be reflected in everything you do throughout discovery and the trial. This approach will 
serve your client well and be a powerful tool for winning your case.  

Rules of the Road 

If the case is one of negligence or injury, for example, the main theme, every sub-theme, and 
every issue in your case involves safety rules. It was the defendant’s conduct that violated those 
safety rules.  Banish the word “negligence” from trial because it is misleading or meaningless to 
jurors.  Every act of negligence is the violation of a safety rule. Jurors easily forgive accidents or 
inadvertence. “Accidents happen” is a common refrain. People can be careful and accidents can 
still happen.  Humans make mistakes, as it were. But, the violation of safety rule transgresses 
an easily understood norm. Moreover, jurors find it easier to hold rule-violators accountable 
and even punish them. 

III. Focus Groups  
I cannot emphasize enough how important focus groups are to case evaluations, development, 
and the prosecution or defense of a claim. Often if someone conducts a focus group, it is done 
immediately before trial. By then, however, it is too late. What you learn cannot be used 
throughout discovery. The focus group helps you select themes, provides ideas for discovery, 
and posits important questions you may not know the answers to but should. Focus groups can 
aid you in your determination as to whether you should even take the case.  

There are numerous books and articles on focus groups and how to conduct them. Some opine 
that the attorney can do her own focus work, to save money. I am not a proponent of this 
technique. Why? We are too biased and we cannot be objective enough to run the group. 
There is a pastiche of methodologies to obtain information from the group and it takes years of 
studying, practice and knowledge of social science and psychology to properly and meaningfully 
run a focus group review. We don’t have the time, experience or expertise to be our own focus 
group mediator or leader. Therefore, I strongly suggest using a professional. The costs run 
anywhere from $1500-$5000 depending on numerous factors, such as do you want a full jury, 
do you want to video the decision-making, do you want to have two groups at one time, how 
long do you want the group to work such as a half day or a full day or several days, do you want 
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to use a shadow jury which will run at the same time as your trial, etc. Generally, the economics 
are such that we focus larger and more complex cases. You can focus liability and damages, 
witness assessments, themes, photos, etc. When your expert moderator conducts the focus:  

− You should not argue with the jury or the members of the group. Let everyone, just as 
you would in Voir Dire, express their ideas and be open in their discussion even though 
it is not easy to listen to what people say.  

− The group should NOT know who you represent.  

− The event should occur in a neutral location.  

− Your interaction should be directed solely by the focus group expert.  

− If possible, video the jury’s discussions.  

− Use at least 6-10 people, folks you do not know and who do not know the case. 

− Use what you learn. Do not ignore that which you do not like.  

− If your client attends, your client should not interact with the group or you if in the 
same room. (This is unless you have your client testify to them in order to get feedback.) 
Sometimes the client needs to hear what people have to say about the case, so as to 
bring their expectations in line with reality, among many other reasons.  

I. Winning in Discovery – Deposition Is Trial 
There are many tools you can and should utilize while litigating. We’ve already discussed focus 
groups, themes and the rules of the road. I have enclosed a trial matrix you can easily adopt. Fill 
it out before filing the Complaint. Be aware of the many biases we all have when prosecuting or 
defending a case. I highly suggest you read the attached article for ways to combat your own 
mind and the many myths and falsehoods we tend to accept.  

A. Requests for admissions. 
We don’t use this excellent tool enough. Requests are extremely useful to pin down the 
defense on important facts and points so that if admitted, you have streamlined your case 
in such a fashion that you are more likely to win. When should you use Requests?  

− To have the defense admit the actual Rules of the Road you have chosen; 

− To have the defense agree that certain medical bills and records are reasonable, 
necessary and related to your case and the incident; 

− For various defenses the defendant has asserted; 

− For salient facts and statements you obtained in depositions; 

− For objective injuries; 

− For crucial damages that seem indisputable.  

The questions must be very simple and exact. They should also contain sub sections that ask 
why the request is being denied and what evidence and support the defense has for the 
denial. We all know that if the RFA are not timely admitted, they are deemed admitted. And 
if the denial is not proper, we can request attorney fees and costs connected with the RFA.  
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B. Client preparation. 
I cannot emphasize enough how significant it is to fully prepare your client for his or her 
deposition. This takes time and effort but it is well worth it. Sadly, many lawyers simply 
spend 10-15 minutes with a client and tell them to “tell the truth.” In my view, such brief 
sessions are legal malpractice. The preparation should occur in at least two sessions:  

1. Session one. 
Review in general the deposition and the rules that the client must obey. There are 
some fine videos you can have your client watch that go over in detail the process and 
how to act.  

2. Session two. 
This is the practice session, which can be done 1-2 times- where you become opposing 
counsel and go through the case and examination in details. You want your client to 
come out of the deposition itself and say that you were tougher on him or her than the 
defense. You don’t want the client to state that the actual deposition was worse than he 
or she thought.  

Your practice should include not only cross examination questions but should be videoed – 
use your iPad - so the client can see for himself or herself how she is doing. Also, it is 
beneficial to have someone else in your office sit in and provide “jury” feedback.  

There is no substitute for these mandatory practice sessions and fully preparing your client. 
Naturally, this will ease and comfort your highly nervous client who is a stranger in this 
strange legal world that we know so well. This should be done within a week or so of the 
deposition. If it is too far out, your client will forget what was learned. But do not have it so 
close in time that the client does not have a chance to absorb and learn the lessons you’ve 
taught.  

For injury claims, have your client write out 50-100 ways their life has been affected. 
Review it with them. If it is a good list, give it to the defense and use it.  

Make sure you tell your client how to dress and what not to wear.   

C. Videoing Depositions  
We video all depositions. Although this creates an additional case expense, the cost-benefit 
analysis overwhelmingly favors the benefits. Let me show you the difference between reading 
the transcript and seeing the video of the same statements.  

As you can readily see, the difference is amazing and very powerful. There is no substitute for 
actually seeing a witness’ demeanor, discovering how long it takes to answer questions, 
visualize whether the witness is stumbling or looking at the lawyer for help, viewing and 
assessing the body language- all of this basic human interaction and observation that we all do 
everyday is an unknown and thus hidden from the jury- if the jury is just reading or hearing 
words from a transcript. The many nuances and subtleties on a video make a major difference.  

Make sure you: 

− Insert in your NOTICE that the deposition will be videoed. (See sample attached.) Ohio 
law allows the deposition to be taken by “any means.”  
RULE 29. Stipulations Regarding Discovery Procedure Unless the court orders 
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otherwise, the parties may by written stipulation (1) provide that depositions may 
be taken before any person, at any time or place, upon any notice, and in any 
manner and when so taken may be used like other depositions; and (2) modify the 
procedures provided by these rules for other methods of discovery. 

(B) Notice of Examination; General Requirements; Nonstenographic Recording; 
Production of Documents and Things; Deposition of Organization; Deposition by 
Telephone. (1) A party desiring to take the deposition of any person upon oral 
examination shall give reasonable notice in writing to every other party to the 
action. The notice shall state the time and place for taking the deposition and the 
name and address of each person to be examined, if known, and, if the name is not 
known, a general description sufficient to identify the person or the particular class 
or group to which the person belongs. If a subpoena duces tecum is to be served on 
the person to be examined, a designation of the materials to be produced shall be 
attached to or included in the notice. (2) If any party shows that when the party was 
served with notice the party was unable, through the exercise of diligence, to obtain 
counsel to represent the party at the taking of the deposition, the deposition may 
not be used against the party. (3) If a party taking a deposition wishes to have the 
testimony recorded by other than stenographic means, the notice shall specify the 
manner of recording, preserving, and filing the deposition. The court may require 
stenographic taking or make any other order to ensure that the recorded testimony 
will be accurate and trustworthy 

− When playing back the aspect of the depo to the jury, use the video and make sure the 
words in the transcript are also below in yellow; 

− Use clips for demand packages or negotiations; 

− Use clips for focus group work;  

− Use clips when conducting other depositions and for feedback or reactions you want 
from one witness about the videoed witness; 

− Video your client when doing deposition preparation so your client can see how she is 
doing and how to improve. 

D. Jury instructions. 
Far too often lawyers don’t review the applicable jury instructions until trial time. The 
relevant OJI should be studied and copied and put in your Trial Notebook at the beginning 
of litigation, not at the end. The salient language, burden of proof, and key words to use in 
discovery (depositions, RFA) will be at your fingertips and this allows you to be far more 
prepared and on target with what you must prove to win.  

E. The defendant’s deposition. 
Naturally, this is a major event. Again, your preparation here is pre-eminent. In addition to 
videoing the deposition:  

− Create a master outline of questions including your Theme and Rules of the Road; 

− Focus on liability and all the details; 

− Pin down and lock in the witness; 

− Ask open- ended questions. Learn the bad and the good; 
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− Do not allow opposing counsel to be obstreperous or engage in leading or 
inappropriate behavior- stop such actions immediately. Remember that a deposition 
is as if it is happening in Court in front of a judge or jury. If opposing counsel cannot 
say or do what he is doing or saying in court when his client is testifying, he cannot 
do it in a deposition. Make a record of bad behavior. Call the Court if necessary. Be 
strict but fair.  

− Require that the defendant and all witnesses you depose read and sign the 
transcript. Many lawyers do not know that any party can require this signing.  

(E) Submission to witness; changes; signing. When the testimony is fully transcribed, 
the deposition shall be submitted to the witness for examination and shall be read 
to or by the witness, unless examination and reading are waived by the witness and 
by the parties. 

F. Further evaluations. 
As the case progresses, do the following:  

− Continue to evaluate your case and play devil’s advocate. Do not get caught up in your 
own belief that you have the best case. The regularly scheduled evaluation and review 
usually leads to the ratcheting down of expectations for your client and you.  

− As you learn facts in discovery, review them with staff and friends-this is separate from 
focus group analysis. Obtain informal opinions and feedback from non-lawyers.  

− Grade your case. What do I mean? All cases are important, of course. But some deserve 
or require more time and that time and the money you spend should be proportionate 
equal to the case value.  

G. Voir dire. 
We should not accept the standard voir dire limitations that we usually confront. As this is 
such an important phase we must do all we can to protect our client and get the best jury 
possible. What are some ways we can do so?  

1.  File a Motion to Extend Time to conduct VD; 

2.  Submit a Jury Questionnaire to the judge and jury;  

3.  Ask the Court for More jurors;  

4.  Educate the Court on the law in Ohio on VD and bias;  

5.  When conducting your VD, do not ask questions like, will you be fair and reasonable? 
Ask open ended questions, get the jury to talk and debate amongst themselves;  

6.  Put numbers from 1-10 on the key points so that when you add them up, you 
have objective evidence regarding a prospective juror’s bias or prejudices or attitudes 
so you can more easily have the judge strike them for cause;  

7.  Tell the jury what you are afraid of and talk about it;  

8.  Have someone help you select the jury. It is impossible to see and do it all without 
another’s eyes, ears, and mind.  
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V. New Ideas and Cases – Trends  
This is an era where you must be creative and be willing to study trends. If possible, try and 
create a sub-category of expertise that perhaps others do not have. If you find a legal arena 
that is new and has potential, explore it. If a client comes to you with a possible case, do not 
dismiss the facts or the scenario without fully analyzing all aspects of it. For instance, if the 
damages are small, would it be suitable for a potential class action? Is it an area that has 
minimal case law but what occurred is wrong? If so, should you correct it and make better law? 
Keep in mind the moral or ethical proposition that if something is wrong - even if the law is not 
all that good or does not exist- perhaps you can make it right. Legal rubics booming today are: 

− Cyber space claims, internet fraud and technology and privacy breaches; 

− Police Misconduct; 

− Truth in Lending; 

− Bad Faith denials by insurance companies 

VI. Be a Leader 
When prosecuting or defending a case, be a leader. Let the other side and the Court know 
that you are the expert, the person who they can rely on as the expert. Besides always being 
more than well prepared:  

− Put pictures/photos in your briefs and pretrial statements. Bring your case to life. There 
is no rule that prevents you from doing so.  

 

− Create diagrams, maps and outlines for the Court and other side when you attend 
status conferences and pretrials. (See Attachment.) Judges and everyone appreciate it 
when they can get a handle on the case quickly and easily. Also, it shows you are on top 
of your work and people can rely on and trust you. As well, it forces you to study details.  

“God or the devil is in the details, depending on your point of view.” 

− Always try to exceed your client’s expectations. Conversely, make sure your client’s 
expectations are realistic.  

As for the Courtroom and the Court, do the following:  

 Get to know the bailiff, the clerk, and the judge’s personnel; 

 Walk around the courtroom and when empty, sit in all parts of it. Know what 
technology it has or needs so you are best prepared. Always use high technology 
and keep the trial interesting and exciting. Otherwise, the jury and judge will be 
asleep and bored and you will lose.  

 Have your client visit the Courtroom privately to get ready for Court and to feel 
more comfortable.  
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VII. Conclusion  
I submit to you that these best practices will help you win. While implementing them, be 
yourself at all times. If you are fully prepared, if you are yourself, if you are passionate and you 
care, if you have a nice client and you use themes and rules of the road and you are honest 
about the good and bad in your file, and while doing so you are imminently fair and reasonable 
and ethical in your pursuit of justice, you will have a long, fulfilling, and exciting litigation 
career.  
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PowerPoint Presentation 
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Plaintiff’s Initial Pretrial Statement 
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Plaintiff’s Notice to Take Video Depositions of Defendant 
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Plaintiff’s Memorandum on Jury Selection Improvement 
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Maloon Diagram 
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More Likely Than Not “Preponderance” Is Misunderstood: Arguing for a 
Clearer Ohio Jury Instruction on the Burden of Proof 
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Ohio Trial: Look Inside Your Own Mind 
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